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PLUST Collection will  be at Habitat Valencia 2015, where it  will  present three new products that  expand the Ohla, 
Cubalibre, and Bartolomeo ranges. Habitat Valencia is one of the most exciting international furniture fairs, and Plust  
Collection is ready to welcome the public and showcase its products in a functional and elegant setting. 

Latest products:

Ohla Sofa by Alberto Brogliato
A sofa with a contemporary, dynamic design for indoor and outdoor use, perfect to match with the famous Ohla armchair, 
one of Plust’s first chairs launched in 2008. 

Cubalibre Table Light by Giulio Iacchetti 
Back in 2007, Giulio Iacchetti designed the Cubalibre maxi vase taking his cue from a tumbler. Cubalibre is still one of  
PLUST’s best-selling items, and now, in 2015, a new version is being launched: Cubalibre Table Light. In this version,  
the vase has a methacrylate top, which allows the light to expand naturally. Also available with a black and white HPL 
top. 

Bartolomeo display by JoeVelluto (JVLT)
The new Bartolomeo Display of the Bartolomeo bar counter  range goes from being a freestanding accessory to a 
container with support  legs for  bottles and catering utensils.  Thanks to the internal  lighting system, every object is 
crossed by the light, thereby creating elegant colour and transparency effects.

All PLUST Collection products are made of LLDPE (linear low-density polyethylene) with rotomoulding technology.
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